This paper mainly concerns Beurling type quotient modules of H 2 (D 2 ) over the bidisk. By establishing a theorem of function theory over the bidisk, it is shown that a Beurling type quotient module is essentially normal if and only if the corresponding inner function is a rational inner function having degree at most (1, 1). Furthermore, we apply this result to the study of boundary representations of Toeplitz algebras over quotient modules. It is proved that the identity representation of C * (S z , S w ) is a boundary representation of B(S z , S w ) in all nontrivial cases. This extends a result of Arveson to Toeplitz algebras on Beurling type quotient modules over the bidisk (cf. [W. Arveson, Subalgebras of C * -algebras, Acta Math. 123 (1969) 141-224; W. Arveson, Subalgebras of C * -algebras II, Acta Math. 128 (1972) 271-308]). The paper also establishes K-homology defined by Beurling type quotient modules over the bidisk.
Introduction
Let D 2 = {(z, w) ∈ C 2 : |z| < 1, |w| < 1} be the unit polydisk in C 2 , and T 2 = {(z, w): |z| = 1, |w| = 1} be the distinguished boundary of D 2 . The Hardy space H 2 (D 2 ) is the closure of all polynomial in L 2 (T 2 , 2 ) is a functional Hilbert space over the bidisk D 2 with the reproduce kernel K (λ 1 ,λ 2 ) (z, w) = 1 (1−λ 1 z)(1−λ 2 w) . The study of operator theory and function theory over H 2 (D 2 ) has a long history, and plays an important role in multivariable operator theory. Douglas and Paulsen [18] introduced Hilbert modules as one natural approach to multivariable operator theory. 
It is well known that H 2 (D

. , T d )
and C * H is C * -algebra generated by T 1 , . . . , T d . Furthermore, by the celebrated BDF-theory [10] , the exact sequence yields a K 1 -cycle over σ e (H ) , which is a natural module invariant and establishes important connections between operator theory, algebraic geometry, homology theory and complex analysis. In the case of unit ball of C d , most of natural Hilbert modules are essentially normal-including the d-shift Hilbert module [3, 4] , the Hardy and Bergman modules of the unit ball. Arveson conjectured that graded submodules over the unit ball inherit this property and seeks an affirmative answer [5] [6] [7] . Much work have been done along this line, such as [5] [6] [7] [14] [15] [16] [19] [20] [21] 24, 22, 27] . The paper will be devoted to the essential normality and boundary representations of quotient modules over the bidisk. Let It is interesting and important to study essential normality of quotient modules. One motivation is from an attempt to understand operator theory, function theory and related geometric analysis over the bidisk. There is a large literature concerning the study of essential normality over the bidisk, see [12, 11, 17, 18, 23, 25, 28] , here we have made no attempt to compile a comprehensive list of references.
Another motivation comes from the study of boundary representations of Toeplitz algebras on Hardy quotient modules over the unit disk [1, 2] . First, let us recall some notations and definitions. For a C * -algebras B and a subset A of B which satisfies B = C * (A), an irreducible representation ω of B is called a boundary representation for A if ω| A has a unique completely positive linear extension to B, namely ω itself. In other words, ω is determined by A in the sense of complete positivity. We refer the reader to the references [1, 2] for more information, and [8] for recent progress. Let E be the set of all boundary representations for A, we say that E is sufficient for A if a = sup w∈E w(a) for any a ∈ M n (B) (this definition comes from [1] , but is a little different to [8] ). One natural question is whether or not there exists sufficiently many boundary representations. In the case of B containing all compact operators, Arveson proved that it is equivalent to whether or not the identity representation is boundary representation [2] .
By well-known Beurling theorem, any submodule M of H 2 (D) is generated by an inner function η, that is M = [η] = ηH 2 (D). Consider the quotient N = H 2 (D) M, and let S = P N M z | N be the compression of the coordinate operator M z on the quotient module. It is easy to verify that S is essentially normal. Write B(S) and C * (S) for the Banach algebra and C * -algebra, respectively, generated by the identity operator and S. Then C * (S) contains all compact operators. Arveson showed that boundary representation of B(S), as a subalgebra of C * (S), is completely characterized by the zero set of η. Theorem 1.1. (See [1, 2] .) The identity representation of C * (S) is a boundary representation for the subalgebra B(S) if and only if Z η is a proper subset of T, where Z η consists of all points λ on T for which η cannot be continued analytically from D to λ.
To extend Arveson's theorem to Hardy quotient modules over the bidisk, this paper considers the case of Beurling type submodules. We say that a submodule
To state results, we need the following notation. We can now state the following theorem which completely characterizes essential normality of Beurling type quotient modules.
Theorem 1.2. Given an inner function
is essentially normal if and only if η is a rational inner function having degree at most (1, 1) . This turns out to be equivalent to that η has one of the following forms:
for some |β| = 1 and c = ab. 
Essential normality of quotient modules
be a Beurling type submodule generated by an inner function η, and P η be the projection to the quotient 
, where |β| = 1, and |a| < 1, |b| < 1;
, where |β| = 1 and c = ab.
In this case, the quotient module yields the following exact sequence
Firstly, let us recall some notations and some well-known facts of function theory over bidisk.
for almost every w ∈ T. In fact, a further analysis shows that for almost every w ∈ T, f (·, rw) weakly converges to
, Toeplitz and Hankel operators are connected by the following formula 
we have
To achieve the desired conclusion, we begin by calculating
is the normalized reproducing kernel of H 2 (D 2 ). By (2.5), we see
Combining the formula (2.3) and (2.7) shows
and η 0 (w) = η(0, w). From the formula (2.2), we see
Combining (2.8) and (2.9) we have
This implies that
and hence
It follows from (2.6), (2.10) and (2.12) that
Furthermore, since [S z , S * z ] is compact and k λ is weakly convergent to 0 as λ → ∂D 2 , we have
By formulas (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15), as λ = (λ 1 , λ 2 ) → ∂D 2 , we have
This implies that, for λ 1 ∈ D and almost every λ 2 ∈ T,
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that η λ 2 is a rational function with the degree at most 1 for each λ 2 ∈ E.
where c λ 2 is a constant with modulo 1. This means that for λ 2 ∈ E,
is a rational function with degree 1, completing the proof. 2
If [S * w , S w ] is compact, the same argument as above shows that there exists a subset E ⊆ T of positive measure such that for z ∈ E, f (z, ·) is a rational function with degree at most 1.
To complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, we need the following theorem about the function theory over bidisk, which is interesting in itself. We will give the proof of this theorem in Appendix A. If η is a rational function of degree (1, 0) or (0, 1), then η is independent of w or independent of z, respectively. An easy reasoning shows that η has the form η = βφ a (z) or η = βφ a (w) for some |β| = 1, |a| < 1.
Now we consider the case that η is a rational inner function of degree (1, 1) . By [26, Theorem 5.2.5], η has the following form
Since η is of degree (1, 1) , we have that 0 k, l 1. Since η(z, w) is inner, it follows that both |a | < 1 and |b | < 1, and in this case, we have
The remaining case is (3) ) . In this section, we will investigate boundary representations of Toeplitz algebras on Hardy quotient modules over the bidisk.
For an irreducible set A of operators, there is a general criterion for determining whether or not the identity representation of C * (A) is a boundary representation for A. It is the following Arveson's boundary representation theorem.
Theorem 3.1. (See [2].) Let A be an irreducible set of operators on a Hilbert space H , such that A contains the identity and C * (A), the C * -algebra generated by A, contains the algebra K(H ) of all compact operators on H . Then the identity representation of C * (A) is a boundary representation for A if and only if the quotient map Q : B(H ) → B(H )/K(H ) is not completely isometric on the linear span of A ∪ A * , where B(H ) is the algebra of all bounded linear operators.
Below we will come to the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Moreover, the operator S z+w − 1 ⊗ z, restricted on both H 2 (z) and H 2 w , is a unilateral shift. This implies S z+w e = S z+w − 1 ⊗ z e = 1, and hence S z+w > S z+w e , as desired.
Therefore, the quotient map Q : B(N) → B(N)/K(N ) is not completely isometric on B(S z , S w ). By Theorem 3.1, the identity representation of C * (S z , S w ) is a boundary representation for B(S z , S w ).
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, the remaining will be devoted to the case η = zw+az+bw+c 1+aw+az+czw , c = ab. This is the next theorem.
Theorem 3.2. Let η = zw+az+bw+c 1+aw+az+czw , c = ab, then on the quotient module H 2 (D 2 ) [η], the identity representation of C * (S z , S w ) is a boundary representation for B(S z , S w ).
The proof of Theorem 3.2 is divided into several steps. We need several lemmas and propositions. 
is an orthogonal basis of the quotient submodule H
2 (D 2 ) [η].
Proof. We claim that
Since H 2 (D 2 ) has a canonical orthogonal basis {z n w m } n,m 0 , this shows that
where P η is the projection from
. Moreover, for any nonnegative integer n and f ∈ H 2 (D 2 ), we have
This implies that
Similarity, P η z n = (1 + aη)z n . From zw = a + η(1 − azw), we have that if n m,
, and hence
Similarly, if m n, we have
Combining (3.1) and (3.3), (3.4) shows that the claim is true.
To complete the proof, it remains to show orthogonality. Let us consider the case (1 + aη)w n , (1 + aη)z m , where n; m 1.
The remaining cases are verified by the same way, completing the proof. 2 Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show S z n +w n > S z n +w n e for sufficiently large n. From (3.2),
Similarly, P η (z n ) 2 = 1 − a 2 for n 0, and hence P η 1 = √ 1 − a 2 . By Lemma 3.3 and its proof, P η (z n ) ⊥ P η (w n ) for n 1, this implies that
It follows that S z n +w n S z n +w n (P η 1)
On the other hand, since S η = 0 and on the quotient module N ,
is compact, using formula (2.1) shows that σ e (S z , S w ) ⊆ Z(η) ∩ ∂D 2 . An easy computation gives that
Using formula (2.1) again shows that S z n +w n e z n + w n Z(η)∩∂D 2 ∞ = 1 + a n , which tends to 1 as n → ∞. Therefore, the following holds
for sufficiently large natural number n, completing the proof. 2
We also need the following estimate. 
, and the maximum is attained at z = −1.
Proof. Writing z = e iθ , a direct computation shows that
2c , the above function of cos θ is monotonic decreasing. Thus the maximum is attained at cos θ = −1, completing the proof. 2 
. We obtain that
On the other hand, a similar argument as in the proof of Proposition 3.4 shows that σ e {S z , S w } ⊆ Z(η) ∩ ∂D 2 . By an easy computation,
It follows from formula (2.1) that
In what follows we estimate the above maximum by Lemma 3.5. If |z| = 1, then
Moreover, by a direct computation, we have
Applying Lemma 3.5 gives that
which is attained at z = −1. The same reasoning yields that
Combining formula (3.7), (3.8) and (3.6),
Considering (3.5) and (3.9), and by an easy computation, we see
Combining formulas (3.9), (3.10), (3.11) and (3.5), we have the desired inequality
Before continuing, let's mention a corollary in [26, p. 167] , which says that for any holomorphic automorphism Φ :
be a rational inner function satisfying c = ab, and set p(z, w) = zw + az + bw + c. Then
Proof. Firstly, we claim that , ab = 0.
(1) In the case
it is easy to show |a | + |b | 1. Therefore, 0 < a < 1; 0 < b < 1 and a + b = 1, as desired. (2) We now consider the case
and hence by [26, Theorems 4.9.1, 5.2.5]
then clearly, E is nonempty, and , then α = 0. Proof of Theorem 3.2. By Proposition 3.7, we can reduce the problem to two special cases. We consider the case (2) in Proposition 3.7. The same argument applies in the case (1) .
From (2) in Proposition 3.7, without loss of generality, we suppose that there exists a holo-
It is well known that U is a unitary operator and
be compressions of M f on the quotient modules, respectively. Then it is easy to see that U maps N 1 onto N 2 , and UP η U * = P τ . Therefore,
By the proof of Proposition 3.4, there exists an integer n such that
By Theorem 3.1, the identity representation C * (S 
K-homology
is essentially normal, then it yields the following exact extension
From BDF-theory [10] , the exact sequence yields a K 1 cycle of σ e (S z , S w ), which is a natural module invariant. A natural question is whether or not this K 1 cycle is trivial. In this section, we will show that this K 1 cycle is nontrivial. 
Let us firstly recall [24, Lemma 5.5] , which is implied by the Universal Coefficient Theorem in [9] .
Lemma 4.2. If a C * -algebra extension
is trivial, then for any natural number n and Fredholm operator A ∈ A ⊗ M n , we have Ind A = 0, where M n is the algebra of all complex n × n matrices.
In what follows, we will complete the proof of Theorem 4. This implies S z−w is Fredholm. We claim Ind S z−w = 0. Indeed, it is easy to see both K (
and
Thus it suffices to show that ker S z−w = ∅. Since (M z−w , M zw−ca ) is Fredholm for 0 c 1, by [13] ,
Furthermore, a direct computation shows that
and has dimension 2. Considering the fact ker(M z−w , M zw−a ) = ∅, we have the sequence Repeating the above proof in variable w, we conclude that there exists a measurable subset E ⊆ T of positive measure such that for each z ∈ E , f (z, w) = 
